
Pete Grant Report 

 

Lab Equipment and supplies: 

The equipment and the lab kits were purchased. The weather system was on sale so the extra 

money that was available I used to purchase the latest edition of the weather system software.  The GPS 

system were canceled models so I ordered the latest edition of the same manufacture which was 

purchased from Ben Meadows. The lab top for the weather station was purchased on Costco for the 

same price as in the excel sheet. To order the laptop they made you purchase the security softerware 

with it. The lab notebooks had to purchase from to different companies because on amazon.com you 

can only order up to a certain number.  

 The labs kits that were ordered have been used for labs  for organismal biology, ecology, and 

environmental science to teach the students about various science topics. This lab equipment is used 

with other faculty members in the science department. The purpose of this lab is for students to 

develop understanding of various ecology topics and the ecosystem with hands-on learning along with 

the lectures. The GPS’s are being used help map were the abandoned USGS sites that have been studies 

for environmental research and the location of the water sensors that were put in this fall. to remap the 

location of the sites because not of the dirt roads have road signs or the flood this summer damaged the 

roads. The map that is currently available to find these site doesn’t have any roads signs either and 

some of these sights are also on private farm fields that the Fort Peck Community College has gotten 

permission to sample.  The plant press books will be used this spring to collect and perseve plants  with 

the aid of the instructor who teaches traditional plants and medicines.  

Student Retention: 

The science field trip to Lewis and Clark went well. Money was used for travel and the evolution 

of geology on how the caverns were created and rock formation applies to the beginning chapters in 

organismal biology. Money was used for travel, gas, and hotel for this trip. Legally the student have to 

receive a per diem but not all of them save all of their reciepts.  

Students were hired to be tutors but due to work schedules, daycare, and etc I could only find  

three of them that had time available to tutor. So the money will be divided between the three of them. 

Daycare has been a problem this semester among all of the students because only certified daycare in 

Wolf Point, MT closed and the another daycare in Poplar, MT is also closing. They have scheduled hours, 

which seems to be working well because a lot of the new nursing students would like additional help 

with Cellular Biology. 

Travel for working with tribal colleges is bit challenging due to the far distances and taking time 

off work to due so, which takes time away from teaching.  Best way to remedy this problem is by using 

Skype.  Plans are in the work to possibly collaborate with Little Big Horn College.   When the grant was 

written the cost of shipping was not included so I used shipping to pay for lab supplies and its 



instructional books. The travel money left over that was put on gas cards was will be used to travel for 

this medical convention. Gas gift cards were purchased to encourage students to work on their math. 

The biggest problem that is holding student back from choosing science careers in the lack of math skills. 

These gas certificates will be handed out at the end of the semester to students who have the highest 

math scores various math classes. Adds will continue to be put in the paper about science degrees in the 

paper until next summer.  Gifts for guest speakers where purchased and a couple of guest speakers from 

MSU will be coming later this semester. 

 

 

   

 

 

 


